
Faithfully forward

We want to say thank you for the greetings from at home, whether by 
WhatsApp, by e-mail or even by mail. We are very happy each time. Thank 
you very much for your prayers and financial support. May God reward 
you.

Especially your spontaneous sympathy and support, on the report of the 
canoe accident that Jose Alejandro suffered with his family, have touched 
us very much. The loss of the two children still hurts a lot. But your gifts 
which some have given us specially for his family are a great help for him 
and a great blessing. It helps him very much to see that he is not alone. 
Thanks a lot.

We are so happy that Jose returned to Cashibo for the new Bible course, 
which started in July, and we can personally give him your help.

We had some other very encouraging moments in the last months. For 
Beat, a door has opened in prison work. Here, we can preach the Gospel 
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But with you there is forgiveness, that you may be feared. I wait for the Lord, my soul waits, 
and in his word I hope; My soul waits for the Lord more than watchmen for the morning. 

Psalm 130,4-6
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to a few hundred mostly young people, with the help of prayer and encouragement. We also give 
a Bible to those who are interested. They make a lot of use of this offer.

It has also succeeded in inviting an Indian family from the small and very isolated tribe of Yora 
to the last Bible school. After this family sufferd homesickness for the first 2 weeks, a friendly 
relationship grew between us. So we hope that in the coming months a visit to their hard-to-reach 
tribe becomes possible.

But also the everyday work was very encouraging. Dorothea is working with a volunteer for many 
computer solutions or problems. In addition, she is also working on a limited number of time at the 
infirmary, which she is very happy with. Beat is currently teaching at the Bible School, which is very 
inspiring and enriching. The practical work as coordinator still is a joy for him, but keeps him on 
track.

Unfortunately saddened us the last month the situation within the mission. There has been a 
tension within the missionaries for years. In the last year this has become even sharper. Various 
debates, even accompanied by a mediator, led only to limited understanding. This also has a 
negative impact on health, and the fact that no solution in sight makes it more difficult for 
everyday life. This is a great prayer concern, isn‘t it also about the credibility of the Gospel. We 
want to invest time, strength and money in the Indians, and not into problems.

You can certainly feel the need from these lines. However, we also want to think about the 
experiences with the Yoras, or the touching cry of young criminals who want to pray and find 
forgiveness with Jesus.

We are pleased to be able to do this work on your behalf. We sincerely thank you for your trust 
and your attachment. We give our best and trust in God.

 In Jesus‘ love

 Family Aregger



Once a year, Pastor Mario Reyna comes to visit us at the station. He comes in a special week for the Bible school 
students. It is a „practice week“. It teaches for example how a wedding or a funeral is held. But there are also 
commitments with Mario Reyna on the program. He has a very special testimony. He spent many years in criminal 
circles before accepting Jesus Christ as a personal savior. So he miraculously survived 14 shots, which met him 
when the police arrested him during a bank attack. With him, we had the privilege of visiting youngsters in prison. 
He was in prison for many years, so he got the attention of the inmates immediately. But also for our students of 
the Bible school this prison application is a very special and formative experience.
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Visit from Pastor Mario Reyna
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Graduation at the end of the course RafaelVioletta - the Yora family

Our children with Mario Reyna the prison-pastor Invited to indigenous to chicken and 
yucca on banana leaves
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For the children it still fits very well, they enjoy the many 
possibilities on Cashibo very much. Elisha is learning to play 
ukulele and Silas likes to go to school recently. Joel and Silas 
are still a lot to visit at our farm where Brahma cows are bred. 
More on that in the next letter.

The 9th birthday of Joel Silas with his teacher Mrs. Bucher on 
the first day of school


